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ON BEING SANE IN INSANE PLACES
If sanity and insanity exist, how shall we know them?
The question is neither capricious nor itself insane. However much we may
be personally convinced that we can telI the normal from the abnormal, the
evidence is simply not compelling. It is commonplace, for example, to read
about murder trials wherein eminent psyhatrists for the defense are contradicted by equauy eminent psychiatrists for the prosecution on the matter
of the defendant's sanity. More generally, there are a great deal of conflicting
data on the reliability, utility, and meaning of such terms as "sanity," "insanity," "mental illness," and "schizophrenia." F d y , as early as 1934, Benedct
suggested that normahty and abnormality are not universal. What is viewed
as normal in one culture may be seen as quite aberrant in another. Thus,
notions of normahty and abnormality may not be quite as accurate as people
believe they are.
To raise questions regarding nom&iy and abnormality is in no way to
question the fact that some behaviors are deviant or odd. Murder is deviant.
So, too, are hallucinations. Nor does raising such questions deny the existence of the personal anguish that is often associated with "mental illness."
Anxiety and depression exist. Psychological sufferhg exists. But normality
and abnormahty, sanity and insanity, and the hagnoses that flow from them
may be less substantive than many believe them to be.
At its heart, the question of whether the sane can be distinguished from
the insane (and whether degrees of insanity can be distinguished from each
other) is a simple matter: do the salient characteristics that lead to dagnoses
reside in the patients themselves or in the environments and contexts in
which observers find them? From Bleuler, through Kretchmer, through the
formulators of the recently revised Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of the
American Psyduatric Association, the belief has been strong that patients
present symptoms, that those symptoms can be categorized, and, implicitly,
that the sane are distinguishable from the insane. More recently, however, this
belief has been questioned. Based in part on theoretical and anthropological
considerations, but also on philosophical, legal, and therapeutic ones, the
view has grown that psychological categorization of mental illness is useless
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at best and downright harmful, misleading, and pejorative at worst. Psychiatric
diagnoses, in this view, are in the minds
of the observers and are not valid summaries of characteristics &played by the
observed.
Gains can be made in deciding whch of
these is more nearly accurate by getting
normal people (that is, people who do
not have, and have never suffered, symptoms of serious psychiatric disorders) aclmitted to psyhatric hospitals and then
determining whether they were discovered to be sane and, if so, how. If the sanity of such pseudopatients were always
detected, there would be prima facie evidence that a sane individualcan be distinguished from the insane context in whch
he is found. Normality (and presumably
abnormalrty)is distinct enough that it can
be recognized wherever it occurs, for it is
carried within the person. If, on the other
hand, the sanity of the pseudopatients
were never discovered, serious difficulties would arise for those who support
traditional modes of psychiatric diagnosis. Given that the hospital staff was not
incompetent, that the pseudopatient had
been behaving as sanely as he had been
outside of the hospital, and that it had
never been previously suggested that he
belonged in a psychiatric hospital, such
an unlikely outcome would support the
view that psychiatric h g n o s i s betrays
little about the patientbut muchabout the
environment in which an observer finds

h.

Tlus article describes such an experiment. Eight sane people gained secret ad-

mission to 12different hospitals.Their diagnostic experiences constitute the data
of the first part of this article; the remainder is devoted to a description of their experiences in psychiatric institutions. Too
few psyhatrists and psychologists,even
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those who have worked in such hospitals, know what the experience is hke.
They rarely talk about it with former
patients, perhaps because they distrust
information coming from the previously
insane. Those who have worked in
psychiatric hospitals are likely to have
adapted so thoroughly to the settings that
they are insensitive to the impact of the
experience. And wMe there have been
occasional reports of researchers who
submitted themselves to psychiatric hospitakation, these researchers have commonly remained in the hospitals for short
periods of time, often with theknowledge
of the hospital staff. It is difficult to know
the extent to which they were treated like
patients or like research coUeagues. Nevertheless, their reports about the inside of
the psycluatric hospital have been valuable. T ~ I article
S
extends those efforts.

PSEUDOPATIENTS AND
THEIR SETTINGS

The eight pseudopatients were a varied
group. One was a psychology graduate
student in ~ L 20s.
S
The remaining seven
were older and "established." Among
them were thee psychologists, a pediatrician, a psyhatrist, a painter, and a
housewife. Three pseudopatients were
women, five were men. All of them employed pseudonyms, lest their alleged diagnoses embarrass them later.Those who
were in mental health professions alIeged
another occupation in order to avoid the
special attentions that might be accorded
by staff, as amatter of courtesy or caution,
to a h g colleagues. With the exception of
myself (I was the first pseudopatient and
my presence was known to the hospital administrator and chief psychologist
and, so far as I can tell, to them alone),
the presence of pseudopatients and the
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b~en.Frustrations and upsets were described along with joys and satisfactions.
These facts are important to remember.
If anything, they strongly biased the subsequent results in favor of detecthg sanit!; s h c e none of their hls tories or current
behaviors were seriousIy pathological in
any rv a];.
Immcd~atc.Iyupon admission to the
psychiatric ward, the pseudopatient
ceased sm~ulating
symptoms of abnormal~tyIn some cases, there was a
brief period of rruld nervou5ness m d anxiety, since nene of the pseudopatients really belleved that they would be adm~tted so easrly. h d e e d their shared fear
was that they would be irnmediateIy exposed as frauds and greatly embarrassed.
Moreover, many of them had never visited n psychiatric ward; even those who
hail, nevertheless had some genuine fears
about what might happen to them. Their
nenousness, then, was quite appropriate
to the novelty of the hospital setting, and
it abated rapidly.
Apart from that short-lived nervousness, the pseudopatient behaved on the
ttoasd aas he "normally" behaved. The
pseudopatient spoke to patients and staff
as he might ordinarily. Because there is
uncommonly little to do on a psychiatric
ward, he attempted to engage others in
conversation. When asked by staff how
he was feeling, he indicated that he was
fine, that he no longer experienced symptoms. He responded to instructions from
attendants, to calls fur medication (which
rz.as not swaIlorved), and to dinmg-hall
instructions. Beyond such activitres as
were available to h m ~
on the admissions
ward, he spent his time \\-ntmg down his
observations about the ward, it5 patlents,
and the staff. Initially these notes were
written "secretly," b u t as ~t s o ~ became
n
clear that no one mud1 cared, they were
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nature of the mhearch progrmn w,15 not
known to the hospltal staffs.
The settings were similarly val led.
In order to generalize the findings,
admission lnto a variety of hospitals was
sought. Tne 12 hospitals it1 the sample
are located in five different states on
the East and \Vest coasts. Some were
old and shabby, some were quite new.
Some were research-oriented, others not.
Some had goods taff-patient ratios, others
were quite understaffed. Only one was
a strictly private hospital. All the others
hveresupported by state or federal funds
or, UI one instance, by university funds.
lUtcr calling the hospital for an appointment, the pseudopatient arrived at
the adnlissions office complaining that he
had been hearing voices. Asked what the
voiccs said, he replied that they were often unclear, but as far as he could tell
they said "empty," "hollow," and "thud."
Thc voices were unfamiliar and were of
the same sex as t h e pseudopatient. The
choice of these symp toms xvas uccasiot~ed
by their apparent s h ~ l a r i t yto exlstentlal
symptoms. Such s l mptoms were al!eged
to arise from painful concerns about the
~erceived
meanmglessncss of onc'5life It
is as if the hallucmating person were saying, "My life is empt!
hollow." The
choice of these symptoms \\'as also determined by the absenct. of a single report of
existential psyctoses m the literature.
Beyond alleging the symptoms and falsifying name, vec.~tion,and employment,
r.o further alter~tionsof person, history,
c r circumstan~ejrverc made. The sipificant events ~ l fthe pseudopntient's hfe
I-.~storywere prcwnted as they had actually occurt?d. Relationships wlth parents
and siblu~gs,rvlth spouse and children,
r i j f h pec7ple .~trb*orkand
school, consibtent with the aturementioned except:ons, were d e s i r t b ~ das they were or had

subsequently written on standard tablets
of paper in such public places as the dayroom. No secret was made of these activities.
The pseudopatient, very mush as a
true psychiatric patient, entered a hospital with no foreknowhdge of xvhen
he would be discharged. Each was told
that he would have to get out by his
own devices, essentially by convincing
the staff that he was sane. The psychological stresses associated with hospitalization were considerable, and all but
one of the pseudopatients desired to be
discharged almost immediateIy after being admitted. They were, therefore, motivated not only to behave sanely, but to
be paragons of coopera tion. That their behavior was in no way dsruptive i s confirmed by nursing reports, which have
been obtained on most of the patients.

These reports unitormly indicate that the
patients were "iriendly," "cooperative,"
;mJ"ehbited no abnom1a1 indications."

THE NORMAL ARE NOT
DETECTABLY SANE

Despite their public "show" of sanity the
pseudopatients were never detected. Admitted, except in one case, with a diagnosis of schizophrenia each was discharged
with a diagnosis of schizophrenia "in remission.'' The label "inremission" should
in no way be dismissed as a formality, for
at no time during any hospitalizationhad
any question been raised about any pseudopatient's simulation. Nor are there any
indications in the hospital records that
the pseudopatient's status was suspect.
Rather, the evidence is strong that, once
labeled schizophrenic, the pseudopa tient
was stuck with that label. If the pjeudopatient was to be discharged, hc must
naturaljv be "m remission"; but he was
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not sane, nor, in the institution's viehad he ever been sane.
The uniform failure to recog-nizesani
c m a t be attributed to the quality of tl
hospitals, for, although there were co
sidemble ~aristionsamong them, sever
are consideteil excellent. Nor can it be 2
leged that there was simply not enoui
time to observe the pseudo-patienLength of hospitalization ranged from
to 52 days, with an average of 19 da)
The pseudopatients were not, in far
carefully obsen~ed,but this failure clear
speaks more to traditions witlim psyct
atric hospitals than to lack of ~ p ~ o r t l i n i i
Finally, it cannot be said that thefailu
to recognize the pseudopaticnts' smi
was due to the fact that they we
not behaving sanely. While there rv,
clearly some tension present in all ,
them, their daily visitors could dete
no serious behavioral consequencesnor, indeed, could other patlents.
was quite common for the patien
to "detect" the pseudopatients' sanif
During the first three hospitalizatior
when accurate counts riverekept, 33 of
total of 118 patients on the admissior
ward voiced their suspicions, son
vigorously "You're 11at crazy. You'
a journalist, or a prilt'essor [referrir
to the contmual note-tak~ng].You'
c h c c h i g up on the hospltd." While mo
of t11e patients \$.ere reassured by tl
pseudopat lent's hsistence that he ha
been sick before he came it1 but was fir
noit; some c ~ n t i n u e dto brheve that ti
pseudopatient was sane throughout h
hospitalization. The fact that the patien
often recognized normality when std
did not raises important questions.
Failure to detect sanity during tl
course of hospitalization may be d~
to the fact that physicians operate wit
a strong bias toward what statistici,~

long hospital corridors. "Nervous, Mr.
X?" she asked. "No, bored," he said.
The notes kept by pseudopatients
are full of patient behaviors that were
misinterpreted by well-intentioned staff.
Often enough, a patient would go
'berserk" because he had, wittingly or
unwittingly, been mistreated by, say,
an attendant. A nurse coming upon
the scene would rarely inquire even
cursorily into the environmental stimuli
of ihe patient's behavior. Rather, she
assumed that IS upset derived from
his pathology, not from his present
interactions with ,other staff members.
Occasionally, the staff might assume that
the patient's family (especially when they
had recently visited) or other patients
had stimulated the outburst. But never
were the staff found to assume that
one of themselves or the structure of
the hospital had anythmg to do with
a patient's behavior. One psycluatrist
pointed to a group of patients who were
sitting outside the cafeteria entrance half
an hour before lunchtime. To a group of
young residents he indicated that such
behavior was characteristic of the oralacquisitive nature of the syndrome. It
seemed not to occur to h m that there
were very few h g s to anticipate in a
psychiatric hospital besides eating.
A psyduatric label has a Life and an
influence of its own. Once the impression
has been formed that the patient is
schizophrenic, the expectation is that he
w d continue to be stlhizophrenic. When
a suffjcjent amount of tin12 has passed,
during which the patient has done
notlung bizarre, he is considered to be
in remission and available for discharge.
But the label endures beyond discharge,
with the unconfirmed expectation that
he w d behave as a schizophrenic again.
Such labels, conferred by mental health
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ent meaning would have been ascribed if
it were known that the man was normal.
All pseudopatients took extensive
notes publicly. Under ordinary cirrunstances, such behavior.ruould have raised
questions in the minds of obsen-ers, as,
in fact, it did among patients. Indeed, it
seemed so certain that the notes would
elicit suspicion that elaborate precautions
were taken toremove them from the ward
each day. But the precautions proved
needless. The closest any staff member
came to questioning these notes occurred
when one pseudopatient asked his physician what kind of medication he was receiving and began to write down the response. "You needn't write it," he was
told gently. "If you have trouble remembering, just ask me again."
Lf no questions were asked of the pseudopatients, how was their writing interpreted? Nursing records for three patients indicate that the writing was seen
as an aspect of their pathologicaI behavjpr. "Patient engages in w ritingbehavior"
rvas the daily nursbg comment on one of
the pseudopatienis who was never questioned about his writing. Given that the
patient is in the hospital, he must be psychologically disturbed. And given that he
is disturbed, continuous writing must be
a behavioral manifestation of that disturbance,perhaps a subset of the compulsive
behaviors that are sometimes correlated
with schizophrenia.
One tacit characteristic of psychiatric
diagnosis is that it locates the sources of
aberration within the individual and only
rarely within the complex of stimuLi that
surrounds h.
Consequently, behaviors
that are stimulated by the environmeilt
are commonly misattributed to the patient's disorder. For example, one kindly
njrse found a pseudo~atientpacing the

professionals, rn as infiuential on the
patient as they are on his relatives and
friends, and it should not surprise anyone
that the diagnosis acts on all of them
as a self-fulhllmg prophecy. Eventually,
the patient himself accepts the diagnosis,
with all of its surplus meanings and
expectations, and behaves accordingly.
The inferences to be made from these
matters are quite simple. Much as
Zigler and Phxllips have demonstrated
that there is enormous overlap in the
symptoms presented by patients who
have been variously diagnosed, so there
is enormous overlap in the behaviors
of the sane and the insane. The sane
are not "sane" all of the time. We lose
our tempers "for no good reason." We
are occasionally depressed or anxious,
again for no good reason. And we may
h d it difficult to get along with one
or another person-again for no reason
that we can specify. Similarly, the insane
are not always insane. Indeed, it was the
impression of the pseudopatients whde
living with them that they were sane for
long periods of time-that the bizarre
behaviors upon which their diagnoses
were allegedly predicated constituted
only a small fraction of their total
behavior. If it makes no sense to label
ourselves permanently depressed on the
basis of an occasional depression, then
it takes better evidence than is presently
available to label dl patients insane or
schizophrenic on the basis of bizam
behaviors or cognitions. It seems more
useful, as Wschel has pointed out, to
h i t our discussions to brlwaors, the
stimuli that provoke them, and their
correlates.
It is not known why powerful impressions of personaIity traits, such as
"crazy" or "insane," arise. Conceivably,
when the origins of and stimuli that give
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rise to a behavior are remote or unknown,
or when the behavior strikes us as immutable, trait labels regardmg the behaver
arise. When, on the other hand, the ori<ins and stimuli are known and availible, discourse is lunited to the behavior
its& Thus, I may hallucinate because I
am sleeping, or I may hallucinate because
I have ingested a peculiar drug. These
are termed sleep-induced hallucinations,
or dreams, and drug-induced halIucinations, respectively. But when the stimuli
to my hallucinations are unknown, that
is called craziness, or .dizophrenia-as
if that Inference were somehow as ~Uuminating as the others.

THE EXPERIENCE OF PSYCHIATRIC
KOSPITALIZATION

The term "mental Illness" is of recent
xigin. It was coined by people who were
humane in their inchations and who
wanted very much to raise the station
3f (and the public's sympathies toward)
the psycho1ogicaIly disturbed from that
2f witches and "crazies" to one that
was alun to the physically LU. And they
were at least partially successful, for the
treatment of the mental dl has improved
:onsiderably over the years. But while
treatment has improved, it is doubtful
!hat people really regard the mentally
.I1 in the same way that they view the
?hysicall): dl. A broken Ieg is s o m e t h g
me recovers from, but mental lllness
illegedly endures forever. A broken leg
loes not threaten the observer, but a
xazy schizophrenic? There is by now a
lost of evidence that attitudes toward
he mentally ill are characterized by fear,
~ostllrty,aloofness, suspicion, and dread.
fhe mentally ill are society's lepers.
That such attitudes infect the general
~opulationis perhaps not surprising,
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camps

Um~vers~ty
(nonmed~ca:!

(3)

Nurses and

University medical center
Physicians

88

0

0

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

(4)
(5)
(61
"Lo~kingfor a "Looking for No additional
psych~a';isi' an internisl'
comment

71

10

0

Faculty

23
11

attendants

(7)
(2)
Psychi&trists Nurses and

Psychiatric hospitals

Table I
Self-Initiated Contact by Pseudopatients With Psychiatrists and
Attendants, Compared With Other Groups

ccntact

Moves on,

Responses
hoad averted
(%)

0

2

2

hlakes eye
contact (%)

4.5

90

4.8

10
10

100

3.8

15
15

78

0.5
6

18
18

discuss with her the possibilities of being
admitted to the unlversity.
Similar data, also shown in Table 1
(columns 4, 5, and 6 ) , were obtained in
the hospital. Here too, the young lady
came prepared with six questions. After
the first question, horvever, she remarked
to 1s of her mspond~nts(column 4),
"I'm l o o ' h ~ g for a psychiatrist," and
to 15 others jcolumtl 51, "I'm l o o h g
for an internist." Ten othex respondents
received no inserted comment (column
6j. The general degree of cooperative
responses is conuderably higher for
these unlversity groups than it was for
pseudopatients in psychiatric hospitals.
Evcn so, differences are apparent w ~ t h
the medical school setting. Once having

14
14

100

4

47
1283

Pauses and
chats (%]

185

13

stops and
talks (%)

Mean number of
qGestlons
znsviered (out

' k t appl~cable

of 6)
Fespond~ntstN.ls )
Anrmprs (NO.)

2. "Do you h o w where Fish Annex is?"
(there is no Fish Annex at Stanford).
3. "Do you teach here?"
4. "How does one apply for admission
to the college?" (at the medical school:
" . . . to the medical school?").
5 , "Is it difficult to get in?"
6. "Is there financia1 aid?"

Without exception, as can be seen in
Tajle 1 (column 3), all of the questions
u.t.re answered. No matter how n1.;11ed
they were, all resprndents not only
m~intainedeye contazt, b u t stopped to
talk. Indeed, many oi the respondents
went c u t of their way :o direct or take the
qwsttoner to the offic? she rvas seekmg,
or to
tz try t o locate "Fish Annex,"

indicated that she was l o o h g for a
psychiatrist, the deb-e
of cooperation
elicited was less than when she sought
an internist.

POWERLESSNESS AND
DEPERSONALIZATION

Eye contact and verbal contact reflect
concern and individuation: their absence,
avoidmce and depersonalization. The
data I have presented do not do justice
to the rich daily encounters that grew up
around matters of depersonalization and
avoidance.I have records of patients who
were beaten by staff for the sh of hitiating verbal contact. During my own experience, for example, one patient was
beaten in the presence of other patients
for having approached an attendant and
told him, "I f i e you." Occasionally, punishment meted out to patients for misdemeanors seemed so excessive that it
could not be justified by the most radical interpretations of psychiat~iccanon.
Nevertheless, they appeared to go unquestioned. Tempers were often short.

A patient who had not heard a call for
medication would be roundly excoriated,
and the morning attendants would often wake patients with, "Come on, you
,-f
out of bed!"
m-

Neither anecdotal nor "hard" data can
convey the overwheln~ingsense of powerlessness which invades the individual
as he is continually expmed to the depersonalization of the psychiatric hospital. It
hardly matters which psychiatric hospital
-the excellent public ones and the very
plush private hospital were better than
the rural and skidoby ones in h s regard,
but again, the teatures that psycl-uatric
hospitals h ~ l diH common overwhelmed
by far t h a r apparent differences.
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Powerlessness was evident everywhere. The patient is deprived of many
of his legal rights by dmt of his psychiatric commitment. He is shorn of credibility by virtue of his psychiatric label.
His freedom of movement is restricted.
He cannot initiate contact with the staff,
but may only respond to such overtures
as they make. Personal privacy is minimal. Patient quarters and possessions cm
be entered and examined by any stdi
member, for rvhatever reason. His personal history and anguish are nva~lable
to any staff nwniber (ofter, ir~cludingthe
"grey lady" and "c,uiJy striper" volimteer) who chooses to read his fu!der, regardless of their therapeutic relationship
to him. His personal hygiene and waste
evacuation are often monitored. The water closets may have no doors.
At times, the depersonalization reached
such proportions that pseudopatients
had the sense that they were invisible, or
at least unworthy of account. Upon being admitted, I and other pseudopatients
took the initial physical examination in
a semipc~blicroom, where staff members
went about their own business as if we
were ntlt there.
On the ward, attendants delivered
verbal and occasionally serious physical
abuse to patients in the presence of other
observing patients, some of whom (the
pseuilopnticnts) were writing it all down.
Abusive behavior, on the other hand,
termindteil quite abruptly when other
staff members were known to be coming.
Staff are credible witnesses. Patients are
not.
A nurse unbuttened her uniform to
adjust her brassiere in the presence of
an entire ward of vlewlng men. One did
not have the sense that she was being
seductive. Rather, she didn't notice us.A
group of staff persons mjsht pclii~tto a

Clearly, to the extent that we refrain from
sending the distressed to insane places,
our impressions of them are less likely
to be distorted. (The risk of distorted
perceptions, it seems to me, is always
present, since we are much more sensitive
to an individud's behaviors and verbal~zationsthan we are to the subtle contextual stimuli that often promote them. At
issue here is a matter of magnitude. And,
as I have shown, the magnitude of distortion is exceedingly h g h in the extreme
context that is a psycluatric hospital).
The second matter that might prove
promising speaks to the need to increase
the sensitivity of mental health workers
and researchers to the Catch-22 position
of psychiatric patients. Simply reading
materials in this area will be of help to
some such workers and researchers. For
others, directly experiencing the impact
of psyhatric hospitalization will be of
enomlous use. Clearly, further research
into the social psychology of such total
institutions will both facilitate treatment
and deepen understanding.
I and the other pseud~patients in
the psychiatric setting had distinctly
negative reactions. We do not pretend
to describe the subjective experiences of
tme patients. Theirs may be different
from ours, particularIy with the passage
of time and the necessary process of
adaptation to one's environment. But we
can mud
l do speak to the relatively more
objective indices of treatment within the
hospital. It could be a mistake, and a very
unfortunate one, to consider that what
happened to u s derived from m a k e or
stupidity on the part of the staff. Quite the
con trar): our overwhelming impression
of them was of people \vho really cared,
who were committed and who were
uncommonly intelligent. Where they
failed, as thcy sometime.; did pamfully,
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Finally, how many patients might be
"sane" outside the psychiatric hospital
but seen1 insane in it-not because maziness resides in them, as it were, but because they are responding to a bizarre
setting, one that may be unique to institutions which harbor nether people?
Goffinan calls the process of socialization
to suc11 institutions "mortification"-an
apt metaphor that includes the processes
of depersonalization that have been described here. And while it is impossible
to know whether the pseudopatients' responses to these processes are characteristic of all inmates-they were after all,
not real patients-it is difficult to believe
that these processes of socialization to a
psychiatric hospital provide useful attitudes or habits of response for living in
the "reill world."
SUMMXRYAND CONCLUSIONS

It is cledr that we cannot distinguish
the sane from the insane in psychiatric
hospitals. The hospital itself imposes a
special environment in 1%-hi&the meanings of behavior can easily be misunderstood. The consequetlc'es to patients hospitalizcd in such an environment-the
porverles~ness,depersonalization, segregation, mortification, and self-labelingseem undoubtedly countertherapeutic.
I do not, even now, uunderstmd this
problem well enough to perceive solutions. But two matters seem to have some
promise. The iirjt concerns the prul~feration o f ccmmunity mental health f x i l i ties, of crisis intervcntlcsn centers, oi the
human pctential movement, and of behavior therapies that, fcr ~ 1 of
1 their own
problems, tend to avoid psychiatric laA s , to focus c i ~specific probIems and
jehaviors, and to retain the individual in
I relati ve:y non~cjcrati;.e envlronmcnt.
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it ~ \ ~ o u lbe
d more accurate to attribute a malicious disposition. In a more benign
those failures to the environment in environment one that was Iess attached
w h i h they too, found t+ernselves than to to global diagnosis, their behaviors and
personal callousness. Their perceptions judgments might have been more benign
and behavior were controlled by the and effective.
situation, rat her than being motivated by
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AND PROZAC FOR ALL..
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The year 1993proved a b ~ g o n e f o rEhLdly & Co, makerj of Pmzac. Ltalening
lo P~oriic,a testunonlal to the dmg's healrng powers, make the best-seller
hst, a h d e PetcrKramer, 11sauthor, touted hls tmy benefactor on vanous talk
shows Agam and agam the pill popped up m endless New Yorkpr cartoons,
computer-network d~scuss~ons,cven
Davld Lettermanlokc In February, the
pill itsflfgraced a cover of Nensu,eek
Slowly, stealthdy, Prozac 1s shthenng mto more and more of our hves and
frndmg a w a n n place to settle
Even the most casually awarecltizen can feel thc shdt m thinlung bmught
about by the dmg's abtllty to "transform" ~ t users
s
We speak of personal~ t change,
y
we argue over the drug's benefits over psychotherapy (all those
expewwe hours of parent~bashmgas mmpared to a monthly d s h to the
pharmacy), and we k t ourselves lmagrne a world m w h c h our parn is n u h fled, erased as easlly and fully asduty words on aschool blackboard.
Most of all, we envmona race of people both fnghtenrngly bland and joyously healed as theultlmate double-edged sword While Promacmsy mdeed
be our gift horie of the decade, at least we're s t a r m g ~st t r s ~ g hm
t the jagged
m01113
Of all the fcars and concerns, the one barely spoken of but no less valid
apparently has more to d o wlth the good news than the bad. It seems the
drug 1s nmrr effectwe, and w o r k to rel~fvfnzore symptoms, than prev~ously
lmavlned
-~
W~thouta doubt, Prozac~sexltrng the realm of cllnlcal depression and entermg the murkier world of subclm~cal,subsyndromal, sub-"slck" disorders
Cllnlcmns m particular are worned that the delrnltlon of "subsyndromal"
dliorders (psycholog~calcomplamts that fad to meet the crltena for a s p e
c l f ~~llncis)1s expandmg to mclude more of what were once thought of as
ordmarv lde stresles CThe unofflclal tcrm for t h s a"bracke1 creeo "i
,
And as thls dlness mv>tatlonllrt grows, so, of course, do the numbers of
patlents b h o now fall rnto thls category-people somewhere short of bemg
honeslbto-God sick but who areneverthclcss m somesort ofparn.
From l r - n , ihlauro,' A n d Fmzarlor All

I591b , Suri*x rubl~iherr,~ n cRepnnked by permarimn
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Of all the d>stresses, aliments, and mfi
mltles patlcnts complam of noivaday
perhaps none 1s so broad or so mudd
m drfmltlon as "dysthym1a"-a chronl
dscontent mvolvmg elthcr deprcrila
(but not clinzcal depression) or lrutab)
~ t yIts symptoms-not eatmg or eatm
too much, not sleeplnr
. or ovelrleeomi~
poor concentration or d~lf~cnlty
m a h
dcawnns-reveal5 the unexcIuilvlty <

I'M DYSTHYMIC, YOU'RE
DYSTHYMIC

Robert Trestman, M.D., dlrector of the mparted knowledge may cause saenc
outpatlent program st Bmnx VA Medlcsl once agarn, to admlt sheepishly that tt
Center, sums up the dllemms "There exuberance over Prozac was somewh
aremany sltuatlons where people do not premature, ~ f n owholly
t
overblown7
meet themllumumcnter>sforadisorder
W h l e much remarns to be learne
Where a specdic d~aplosismay mqmre about Pmzac, so far the bad news mz
five cntens, for mstance, some people be that the~e's no bad news. It, aft,
w ~ l have
l
only two, perhaps even one all, ~t does turn out to have no senot
And yet they'resufiermg:
drawbacks, what are the lmpllcst~om<
And recfirrng p s y h a t n c medlcatlon a drug that 1s a shortcnt to h e h g ?
when once they were shlpped off to a
1ti;aconcern thatpotentiallya&ctsa
therapist'scouch Trestman neatly b r e a k psychologists, who may fmd themselvc
down the dlvlding lmes between theslck short ofangst-ladencllents m thecomlr
and the uncomfortable
years; that places dublous poiber 1
Trad~t~onal
psttents, who say, "Doc, the hands of primary care <hyss~an
who may prescribe the d m g ivlthout
fully articulated understandmg of the
pat~ents'dlstress;and thatitrlkes a chor
of d e f e m ~ v efervor rn the hearts an
to be more assertwe, I want to feel
mmds of eieryoneralsed i v ~ t htheJude<
better, 1want to accompl~shrnore."
Chrlstlan ethcs-that n o t h ~ n r~n life ia
In the past, both groups would be be worthwhle, or e f f ~ c h ~
recommended for therapy Now, more rook for 11.
and more are being t&d on Prozac.
Becauseof ~ t fewers~deeffects
s
andlower
toxlc~ty, the nsk-to-benefit ratlo li a lot
lower
types of disorders, asldefrom h ~ c adll
"It's lower," agrees Trestman, "but ~ t ' s pression, are they bemg prescnbcd f a
not zero. There are s ~ d effects,rliki
e
that Do themedrcst~onswork?i.%at othernr
rase concern m t h e m e d ~ c s l c ~ m r n u n ~ ttonsexl,t'Whatarc
t~"
thepotentlalrisks I
rndlvlduals and tosooety?
GOOD NEWS OR BAD?

Histoncally, the use of drugs as itxers
of the world's pnvate dls has run
rnto senous, d un&tslpated, snags At
the turn of the century, the medlcal
community thought that cocame wai
s completely appmpnate, nonaddlctlve
dmg, and w~delyprescrtbed 11 In the
19505 and '605, fust barblturstes and
thcn amphetammcs were doled out for
vanous psycholog~calmaladles. We now
h o w that each of these dmgs came I
wlth slgmf~cantnsks. So what yet-to~be

~
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mg these d~solders:Ihe contention that

itrrank,md f i l e h termsafrequirements out of balance? Do they actuallv riionge
fordiagnosa,dvsthjmiamaybe theonly personal~ty.m a h g you feel better than
club that would have Grouch0 Marx lor normal. or merelyfine-tuneit'Dopeople
a mcmber
say,"Cee,lfeelmoremyselion this drug"
Accordm.- to a recent survey. approxi- or "Gee, I'ma different personnow"?
rnatcly 48 percent of knellcans-ahnost
Some chlcrans, such as Larry Slever,
half the populal.on-has
experlrnced M.D., director of the Outpatient Psyat hlt. Smai School of
somrtomofdysthymicdis~~dcr.Andallchlatry D~v.r~on
of them may quallly for Pro~ac.Robert Medlclne m New York, offer an opinion
:
Millmar!, hl D., professor ot psychiatry betireen the two "If you have a staticky.
arrd public health at Cornell, sees the bland picture on your TV set, you r.m
lrony of ~ t "There's
:
!,ol,~~~3y
nonr)ndro- fix thereceptlon by adjuitmg the tunrng
ma1 You c m give ProLar to anyone you and contrast Or iimply change the chanwant."
nel My m~derst~mdmg
of the medlcaWhich is artathema to what medical tions personally 1s more the farmer than
sctrncr is supposed to be about. ''i\'r thelatter"
Of course the big fear surrolinding the
try to convlnce people there's aome
spccificityto~i.hatwedo,"iaysbldhan. "chamel-changmg"aspectofthediug~ls
"But tlus i, embarrassing."
that rociety vdlevolie into abattallonol
And the list dorm't stop there S~mon "happy rold~ers." Exhumed by Kramer
Sobo,h4 D., d~rectorofpsych~atryatNewhlmself, the specter of ALdous Huxley's
Nriu iVor1d's fictlondl drug
Milford Hospital, reports that "Prozai -ma-Brave
has been successfully used Lor o b s r s that airsthetized clrizens into a content
slvr halrpullmg, panic disorder, eating unanorenesccontinueitthaunttsind
I
dlrordera, and soaal and other phoblai. cloud the argument surrounding I'rozac.
It has proven useful to people to f~ree Yet to manv, Ihe analogy seems false.
thcmselvcs frum addictive ~clatlonships; "The dmgs, if p:operly used," rays
to dispel doubts about performance: to Slever, "ihoulddt dampen normal sigovercome obstacles that once seemed 8")nals of anxiety, not even normal depreipoiilble. I have even added it tomy wn- sion Itshouldnatinowunderm theway
'!
tering crvl m d found geraniums gron. that a hypnotlc does a person's normal
better on it "
level of arousal or an a r m r s s , but should
He's juhxg, of course, but only about allow all oi these sigmalr toemerge more
the germinmrns. Add obesity. garnblmg clearly''
addi, rlon. arrd FMS to the spectrum ot
And, he contmors,extending Lheargucomplalllts now belng helped by Plo~.lc. mml, 'If depresi~onor other symptoms
crnerxe, whether from .psyihola~ical
. or
aocial stessvs, aren't people entitlrd to
BtnERRECEPTION,
tiratment for these cond~tions,jud as
If little 1s h o i r n yet afjust how effective they would get 1thcv had an ulcer in
relation lo the stresses m'hev livesy
the-edlugs arelorpi~cholag~cald~sttc~c,
even less clear 1s the actual I m p ~ c tthey
Slerer's exampleinadvertently reveals
are they re-regulatm< aystemi that are
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pharmacology focuses on the individual advertlrernent appeared in Ncw York
and viiiagr VOZCA
ralhrr than ehammlrg the larger son- nmrs
eta1 problem5 that lie behmd depresson
"A= YOU DEPRESSED?
D O YOU ill
and other fir. Epldem~ological shidies FER FROM FAllGUE? INABII.IT( TC CONCEI
have shown that mare people are suf- lRAl€? HA>€TROUBLE SLEEPm'G OR EA
fering from major drpresslon that ever ING? IF 50, CONTACT.. .b e f o r p a t ever-younger ages. Prorac,
The ad was placed to gather iubjec
some argue. puts a Band-Aid on indl- lor a study of the cftrctivenesr of Froz.
vldual symptoms rather than addrrss- in treatllla dvrthvmia The ~ c s o a n i
mg why people are seelung help m everinceasing numbers.
The response of clmicians 1s to answer
the questlo" nlth u question: h'hy must iuas"1rterally thousandsof phone calls.
was amazing-all these bright. educate,
one sulut~onprrcludem y other?
The fundamental enoc they argue, ir h a r d w a r h g people just came out of tt
to assume t h ~ tthe use of PIOZ~C8 5 a waadwork IVe Luund a mother lade <
therapeutlr tool equals an interest anly nlcr people who were able to functiul
in the biological causes of depression (or but who were quite l~tcrallythe vallun
sub-depression, or lust plain old fcel~ng wounded of New York."
lousv). Those whocnnpresccibe medicaAfter selectmg a core group who mi
tion .%e, by profession, at least partly %- the crrteria for dysthymia, Roscnthalan
vested in b~olo@zalsoiutiona. Ar,d lince his beam divided themvp and gave on,
Pro?ac is usually recommended along half Prozac. the other ha!f a placebi
with some form of piyhotherapy. the I<rsults? An astonishing 62 percent c
conclunon that hterpersonal relation- tb.e P~rozac group showed s p t ! < i a r
ships are somrhoir ~gmored-01 that h - improvement after only eight weeks (;
dnv~dualbrain chemistry is the one m d apposed to 18 pelrent given placebos
anly root being addrrried-seems cno- Other studlei conducted by Rosenthr
neous.
havr shown a moIe than 70 p r i e r
"We're not saying this is the only way LUCCPIS m e .
to help: %~ists-liertman."We're raying,
The nuntbcr of people who respandei
'Th~sis one way, but of course there aie to the advrltisemmt is evtdrncc c
otheri.'h.lany more peoplecan be helped widespread, il lou-level, depreiiianby changing the structure of society than and m grcater numbers than were pre
through medlclne But ire also havr the viillilv, Ima=ined. But ilhal struck io!
abill:y apparently to help many more rnthal war that, while their avrrag
peoplewhthmedicat~onn than before.Non age was 36, almost 80 percent of then
we have tof~yreoutshouldwr7Andfor were single, and .mother 9 pelicnt wcl
whom? And nhrrr does it slop?"
divorrrd. tiearly 9U percent of them ha,
becn m theiapy on andoft over theyear.
"They had A lot of inrl~ht," repart
O m O F T H E WOODWORK
Ruienthal. "But they still had ii.mp
. .
Other concerns stem from the staggering
numbers of people for whom Rozac ""w'hIC1, begs the question: Wcre thes
would ?love benehctal In 1991, tlur people dysthymic (read "unhappy") be
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Still, there are fears Is Prozac bringing
to light the frightenmg n u n ~ b r rof people who suffer from some sort of dirtress! Or is it that what were once called
"character traits'' are now bemg irclarrifled as "syndrom~s"-because they can
be smoothed out by mediation? And,
if such a trend continues, will there be
anyone left whoisnl"&ordered"? Who
doesli't need drugs?
Some doctars bristle at the distinction
between syndrome and character "It's
a false and meaningless boundary,"
insists Sleven Roosr, M.D., of Columbia
Unlvers~ty.''People mplicitly cross the
border from, well, it's a syndrome, that
means there's somethingwrong wlth the

SYNDROMEVS. CHARACTER

In other words, first the drugs make
cause they couldn't get themselves mvoived romantically, or were thelrpersis- you better, happier, more in controltent blucs preventing them from success- then you do the rest of the work on
fully mterdctmg with others?
your own. ComeU's Robert hLdhan
The distmctlon is an important one, concurs: "The drugs change a person's
and crucial m the argument of a "drugs emotional reward system. Your semr of
rs roctetal change" approach to com- acceptance increases. Your feeling state
halmg low-level depresscon. Rommt~c is changed. m e n hopeiully you take tlus
courtship may bemore d>fflcuitnow th'ln new ammunition and go out and u e it
ever befor-ivhichmay
lead mmy to r e on your own."
Wait a minute. What are we saying
main single and unhappy If so, w o r h g
toward easier social interaction would here? m a t "real ieaming" occurs on
benefit.If, however, thereversewere true, Prozac7 That the drug does not simply
and the subjccti' dysthymla was what solve your problems medically, but
prevented thcm from dating, then focus- requues you to do half the legwork
mg on the individual-in o r d a to car- yourself? Yes, bel~eves hWman, "So
rcct thr roaal-seems lustified. "And that that even when you take away the
focus Ir not to be dcsrnlssed," stresses medication, the same situation in life
Trestman.
may create different rerporaes in an
individual. Where once the thought ot
initinhng romance seemed too itreriful,
rt now seems possible. Where once lrfe
DOES PROZAC = LEARNING?
seemrdiad, lonely, and defeating,~tnow
appears worthwhileand conquerable."

Whatever the root, one can see them.
sipping C r m a c ( P n a c and cranberry
juice--= popular cocktail for those unable to tolerate iuil doses of the drug),
nuzzlmg u p to potential mates at the loc a l ~Lnglrs'bar,smiling, their psychologleal wounds successfully sutured. Given
tme, wouldn't a more positive outlook
lead to bettcr interactions, and the potential relationrh~psthat developed continue to promote good chcer once Prozac
is tapered off?
"Of coursc," agrees TreiGnan "If
pcople start responding dlllerently to
you, and yuustartfeellng diffelent about
yourself, you set up new habit patterns
that reinforce your chmgcd state of
afiairc. It may be that P~ozacresets the
adp4tment m the brain after a number
of rnonlhs. and that aftelward people
,~
and could
would he at thrs n r ~ point
taper off iclthoul rchpse."
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same questtons and concerns to I
chotherapy? "The use of psychother
in this country has been grandfath<
in," points out Bob Trestman. ''It's t
accrptrd already for many years. ftrr
tenns of counseling from religioor It
ers, and more reccntly in the prac
of forn~altherapy 50 that we no lor
qurstlan e~ther11s mtrusiveness on r
weare or ~trrelativesafety"
Does psychotherapy have side effe
Is it intms~ve' Does ~t change
essence of who we are? The mswe

~

that thelapy isn't mlruslve, that
don't alter behavior or control peop
thoughts is fundamentally untrue."
What about ride effects? "By def
tlon. d a treatn~rnt1s powerful en01
to work, ~ ? pawerful
s
enough to h
advnse effects Every journal on
chatherrpy xlll talk about people i
regress m treamment, people who h
ocrrhotlc ~ a c l~-~
l n n~,
s 'n-~- or ~
n for
l ~ wh
r ~ ,
- ~ - -therapy has caused detertoratton rat
than Droeress.

chology, we don't think there's myth
wrong in treating them with psychott
apy !Are believe that isn't man~pulat
w h h medication is-regardless of c

Last year, ir the Arcliz~rsil/ Gel;,
Psycitialni. a research team Iredded

Yet $\,hat if the brain reacted. readlus
ttself in the same way, whether
response to a plU or a therape,
d~rective?

MANIPULATION VS. CHANGE

I come."

I

1

brain, to, well, that's j u t thelr character,
their penonahty, so that's psychology"
Such duahsm u destructive, believes
Roore: "If somebody has a bad temper
and works to control 11, we don't say
they're altering who they are. But there's
a paranoia that somehow with mrltcation, we're trying to control the essence
of indivtduality, that we'reman~pulahng
someone."
No doubt the moral arguments about
character altering are being appl~ed
more revrrek when treabnent involver

~

One panel feahxes Karl M a n saY&g,
"Sure, capitalism could work out its
hh!"In another, Edgar AUcn For is
on friendly terms with l h e raven. A
third shows Nietzsche outride a church
with his mother, saying, "Gee, Mom, I
like what the pnest said about the Lttle
people."
?he implicit message is that, without
sufferine. wbthout the character aulrk
A
that made For partic, for example, we
would be drorivrd ot 1"s broodvle mas-

serve it rather than medlcatr 11 a w a y
isn't that also an argument agamt any
h d of treatment? Shouldn't we then
a v o d seeking mu kind of rehef. for fear
! ? A t t > c I",,
L > J.,::..,,,,.,; C,L, A..,, ,,.r.; dl- ,,,ni:, .:I:.,,
da . r , . , . , \ c 2 . d ~
! I - s ! ~ . ? ~ . t J . ! I ~ c . >.:
3: J,, :I-. . r . l l . r c
and the dnllard?
"The notlon that suffermg 1s good is
paternalisticand, at n.orst,sadl?tic." says
Roore. But even d we take that moralIstic, almost rehglous view, why pomt
our swords only at the dragons marked
"take as &ected"? Why not apply the
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UCLXs Lewis Banter, MU.,reported flaws? By all arrounts, the resounding
a
of two groups ~ u f f m n gfrom m w e r seems to be: as far as it is safe
obsessive-compulsive disorder (recur- to go. The unmimous opinion among
renl, unwanted thoughti accom?anied profesi~onalsis that more informallon is
needed.
by r~tua~zedarts,iuchasexcei~i~chandYetwhat about the concern thatwe are
waihmg). In treatment, one g r o ~ pwas
given Prozac withno formal therapy, the entering an age when even the shghtest
otherbehsv~or1herapy.h the form of ex- wilnMe in character ran be defined a~
crcisel designed tu prevent theucompd- a "disorder'' Will we become a Frozac
sireness, with nc dmgs. Alter 10 w e e k , nation? Hardly, think Kohert Millman,
scans of their brams were compared wlth who does notbelieve thewhole of society
Ihoqe takenrt t h e b e p i n g of t ~ e ~ r m e n t .ragv~ngtubecamedependent uponthese
Apprmimately two-thuds of each dmgi The reason? Evolution, which,
group lilproved More hportmt, for over the course of time, has created in
those who did mprove, rates of glucose u s the brain functions that dictate the
metabolism (an indxcator of bran actlr waywedealwiththough11 a n d e m o t i o ~ .
~ t ydecreased
)
memclly the same areas of That intricate interplay, he onen, e way
the hrain,instatisticdysininOaaamounti, beyond the primrtive effects of any of
rcgrrdlesa of hertment. Ihe behavioral these dmgi.
techniquesacruaUyalteredbrainfi~,ct~on "The system is so refined," believes
-and d ~ sdo n o diiferently, no lessinmi- Millman, "and drugs are so primitive,
rively, thmPmznc.
:hat one con never really replace the
"Somemay wonder," writes BnhLer et other. W.th drugs, you're always giving
al, "how behav~ortherapy could produce away more than you're getthg-if you're
bram-functlon change; i ~ n l l a to
r b g s . nolrcaU) deb&lated.You'regivingaway
[Butl the poss~bd:tyof bath having the remitlvity, receptivity, iornecapactty for
same neuraleffects rr not as farfetched as pleasure.But it'sa reasona.3ie tradcoff if
it might seem."
vou're inpain."
The bram is the organofthermnd, and
The only question, then, a for what
iti funct~onaffect5 personality, So how degree of pain do we seek medical
hr do we go in treatmg itsdisorders and trratrnent. And, as Bob Trerman puts it,
d i ~ t r e i s e s i l ~ b y ~ ~ d i ~ m e i a n d ~ t s c h ~wherewdlltend?
~cter
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A proposal to classify happiness as a
psychiatric disorder
Richard P Bentall

definition of happiness. However, despite the fact that
Author's abstract
formal diagnostic criteria have yet to be agreed, it
~t is proposed that happiness be classified as a ps~chiathc seems likely that happiness has affective, cognitive and
disorder and be included in future editions of the major
behavioural
components.
~
h
happiness
~
~
is usually
,
diagnostic manuals under the nez3 name: major affective characterised by a positive mood, sometimes
described
disorder, pleasant type. I n a review of the relevant
as 'elation' or 'joy', aithough this may be relatively
literature it is shown that happiness is statistically
absent in the milder happy states, sometimes termed
abnomal, consists of a discrete cluster of symptoms, is
c contentment'. Argyle, in his review of the relevant
associated with a range of cognitive abnormalities, and
empirical literature, focuses more on the cognitive
probably reflecrs the abnonnalfunctroning of the central
components
of happiness, which he describes in terms
nervous system. One possible objection to this propojal
of a general satisfaction with specific areas of life such
remains - that happiness is nor negutively valued.
as relationships and work, and also in terms of the
However, this objection is dismissed as scientifically
happy person's beliefin his or her own competence and
irrelevant.
seli-efficacy. The behavioural components of
happiness are less easily characterised but particular
Introduction
facial expressions such as 'smiling' have been noted;
Happiness is a phenomenon that has recejved very interestingly there is evidence that these expressions
little attention from ps~cho~athologists,perhaps are common across cultures, which suggests that they
because it is not normally regarded as a cause for may be biological in origin (2). Uncontrolled
therapeutic concern. For this reason, research on the observations, such as those found in plays and novels,
topic of happiness has been rather limited and any suggest that happy people are often carefree,
Statement of existing knowledge about the impulsive and unpredictable in their actions. Certain
phenomenon must therefore be sup~lemented by kinds of social behaviour have also been reported to
uncontrolled clinical observation. Nonetheless, will accompany happiness, including a high frequency of
argue that there is a pn'ma f ~ c i ecase for classifying recreational interpersonal contacts, and prosocid
happiness as a psychiatric disorder, suitable for actions towards others identified as less happy (3). This
inclusion in future revisions of diagnostic manuals latter observation may help to explain the persistence
such as the American Psychiatric Association's of happiness despite its debilitating consequences (to
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual or the World Health be described below): happy people seem to wish to
Organisation's International Classification of Diseases. force their condition on their unhappy
and
I am aware that this proposal is counter-intuitive and relatives. In the absence of well-established
likely to be resisted by the ~s~chologicaland physiological markers of happiness, it seems likely that
~ s ~ c h i a t rcommunity.
ic
However, such resistance will the subjective mood state will continue to be the most
have to explain the relative security of happiness as a widely recognised indicator of the condition. Indeed,
psychiatric disorder as compared with less secure, Argyle has remarked that 'If people say they are happy
though established conditions such as schizophrenia. then they are happy' (4). In this regard, the rules for
In anticipation of the likely resistance tomy proposal I identifying happiness are remarkably similar to those
will therefore prefacemy arguments with a brief review used by psychiatrists to identify many other disorders,
of the existing scientific literature on happiness. Much for example depression.
of the following account is based on the work of Argyle
The epidemiology of happiness has hardly been
researched. Although it seems likely that happiness is
It is perhaps premature to attempt an exact a relatively rare phenomenon, exact incidence rates
must depend on the criteria for happiness employed in
any particular survey. (In this respect happiness is also
not unique: similar problems have been encountered
when attempts have been made to investigate the
Happiness; major affective disorders; psychiatry.
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epidemiology of other psychiatric disorders such as
schizophrenia (5)). Thus, although Warr and Payne (6)
found that as many as 25 per cent of a British sample
said that they were 'very pleased with things
yesterday', Andrews and Withey (7), studying a large
US smlple, found that only 5.5 per cent of their
subjects rated themselves as scoring maximum on a
nine-point scale of life-satisfaction. One problem with
these kinds of data is that they have been generated in
the absence of good operational criteria for happiness
and have focused on the cognitive components of the
condition (perhaps because these are comparatively
easy to measure) rather than the affective and
behavioural components. It is therefore quite possible
that informal observation is a better guide to the
prevalence of happiness in community samples.
Certainly, if television soap operas in any way reflect
real life, happiness is a very rare phenomenon indeed in
places as far apart as mailc chest er, the East End of
London and Australia. Interestingly, despite all the
uncertainty about the epidemiology of happiness,
there is some evidence that it is unevenly distributed
amongst the social classes: individuals in the higher
socio-economic groupings generally report greater
positive affect (8) which may reflect the fact that they
are more frequently exposed to environmental riskfactors for happiness.
Further light might be shed on the nature of
happiness by considering its aetiology. Although the
cause or causes of happiness have yet to be identified
aetiological
theories
have
implicated
both
environmental and biological factors. With respect to
the environment, there seems little doubt that discrete
episodes of happiness typically follow positive lifeevents (9). However, the observation that some people
are generally happier than others suggests that less
transient factors may also play an important role.
While it has been suggested that a general disposition
towards happiness is related to self-esteem (10) and
social skills (l), two variables which presumably reflect
early learning experiences, the finding that
extroversion is a good predictor of happiness even
years in the future (11) suggests that biological factors
may be implicated.
Evidence that happiness is related to cognitive
abnormalities will be outlined below when I discuss the
proposition that happiness is irrational. Genetic
studies of happiness are a neglected avenue of research
but neurophysiological evidence points to the
involvement of certain brain centres and biochemical
systems. Thus, stimulation of various brain regions has
been found to elicit the affective and behavioural
components of happiness in animals (12) as has the
administration of drugs which affect the central
nervous system such as amphetamine and alcohol (13).
Taking the environmental and biological evidence
together it may be necessary to discriminate between
various different types of happiness. Thus, it may be
useful to distinguish between reaclive happiness,
usually manifesting itself as an acute episode followed
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by a rapid remission of symptoms, and endogenous
happiness which may have a relatively chronic onset
and which may be less often followed by symptomatic
improvement. The differential diagnosis of these two
types of happiness is an obvious project for future
studies. Given the apparent similarities between
happiness and depression, it seems possible that
endogenous happiness will be characterised by positive
mood first thizg in the morning, a heavy appetite, and
persistent erotomania.

Happiness as a psychiatric disease
Since the emergence of the profession of psychiatry in
the nineteenth century it has commonly been assumed
that psychiatric disorders are forms of disease. Whilst
this assunlption has not gone unchallenged in recent
years (14) it remains so pervasive within the mental
health professions that the demonstration that
happiness qualifies as a disease would be a powerful
argument for including it within future nosologies of
psychiatric disorder.
Historically, there have been two approaches
towards the definition of disease (15). The first, which
is best exemplified by the work of the doctor Thomas
Sydenham in the eighteenth century, involves the
identification of syndromes consisting of clusters of
symptoms thar occur together. The second, which is
best exemplified by the later work of Virchow, involves
the identification of a pathological process that is
causally implicated in a disturbance of body or
behaviour. In practice, medical scientists usually hope
thar the two types of classification will converge to
enable the generation of causal models of disease.
However, for most psychiatric disorders this prospect
lies somewhere in the future (16). For this reason,
when considering the evidence that happiness is a
disease, it will be useful to bear in mind for comparison
the evidence pertaining to the disease status of
recognised
psychiatric
disorders
such
as
schizophrenia.
The question of whether or not it is possible to
identify a meaningful syndrome of happiness has been
the subject of only very limited research. According to
Argyle (l), most investigators agree that happiness is
best thought of as a dimension of affect, rather than as
a discrete category of emotional disequilibrium: in this
respect at least happiness appears to be similar to both
schizophrenia and perhaps the majority of psychiatric
disorders (17). However, the relationship berween the
dimension of happiness and other affective dimensions
remains unclear. Thus, in a factor-analytic
investigation (8) it was observed that reports of
happiness and reports of negatively valued affective
states loaded on separate factors, suggesting that they
are independent of each other. Interestingly, people
who report high-intensities of happiness also report
high intensities of other emotions (18), which might be
regarded as evidence for the hypothesis (to be
discussed below) that happiness is related to a
neurophysiological state of disinhibirion. Nonetheless,

Mainly because of persistingdoubts about the value of
applying the concept of disease to psychiatric
disorders, a number of philosophers have suggested
that the quality of rationality is the most appropriate
criterion for distinguishing between such disorders
and types of behaviour and experience not worthy of
psychiatric attention. According to Radden (26),
behaviour may be described as irrational if it is bizarre
and socially unacceptable, reduces the individual's
expected utilities, or is not grounded on good (ie
logically consistent and acceptable) reasons; in the
latter case, in particular, Radden believes that the
behaviour should be the subject of psychiatric
scrutiny. A similar view has been taken by Edwards
(27) who claims that bona fide cases of psychiatric
disorder are characterised by actions that fail to realise
manifest goals, thinking that is illogical and replete
with contradictions, beliefs that should be falsified by
experience, the inability to give reasons for actions,
unintelligible or nonsensical thinking, and a lack of
impartiality and fairrnindedness.
Some definitions of irrationality clearly make more
sense than others. Bizarreness and social disapproval
are weak criteria for irrationality because they are
culturally constrained and difficult to apply with any
consistency: the Lancastrian's predilection for dried
pig's blood may seem bizarre to the Hotentot, who
prefers to eat slugs. Against this, some authors have
argued that delusional beliefs should be tested against
their cultural background, although this has the
disadvantage of allowing totalitarian regimes to
diagnose political dissidents as insane (28).
In testing whether or not happiness is irrational it
may therefore be safer to fall back on the other
approaches to defining irrationality outlined by
Radden and Edwards. Thus, although there is a lack of
relevant data, it seems reasonable to assume that
happiness often results in actions which fail to realise
manifest goals, and which therefore decrease the happy
person's expected utilities. The potentially lifethreatening consequences of happiness have already
been discussed. In addition, happy people may
experience great difficulties when faced with mundane
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(Julius Caesar, for example, is reputed to have asked
for the company of fat men on these grounds (24)).
Given the well-established link between both alcohol
and obesity and life-threatening illnesses it seems
reasonable to assume that happiness poses a moderate
risk to life. The common observation that happiness
leads to impulsive behaviour is a further cause for
concern.
More clear evidence that happiness confers a
biological disadvantage can be discerned from the
literature relating various cognitive measures to mood
state, but before discussing this evidence it will first be
useful to consider the proposition, advocated by some
philosophers, that irrationality rather than disease be
considered the criterion for psychiatric disorder.
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the frequencies with which people report happiness and
the negatively valued affective states appear to be
negatively correlated (19). Some confusion also exists
about the relationship between happiness and the
psychiatric disorder of mania; although it might be
expected that these are related conditions Argyle (1)
has noted that mania, in contrast to happiness, is
mainLy characterised by excitement. Nonetheless, the
diagnostic criteria for hypomanic episodes employed
by the American Psychiatric Association (20) seem to
allow happiness to be regarded as a subtype of
hypomania. Taking all this evidence together, it might
be argued that there is only modest empirical support
for the notion of a discrete happiness syndrome. On the
other hand, the evidence is really quire favourable
when compared with the evidence supporting other
widely accepted psychiatric syndromes such as
schizophrenia (21).
Some evidence that happiness is related to a
disturbance of the central nervous system has already
been noted. Just as it is possible to elicit schizophrenic
symptoms in some individuals by stimulating the
parietal lobes, so too it is possible to produce happiness
by brain stimulation, though of subcortical centres
(12). Cortical centres also seem to be implicated
however, as both left hemisphere seizures and right
hemispherrctomy have been associated with prolonged
euphoric states; indeed it has been suggested that
emotional states in general are regulated by a complex
balance of excitatory and inhibitory centres in both
hemispheres, and that abnormal affective states of any
kind reflect a disturbance of this balance (22). Clearly,
further biological research is needed to specify in any
detail the role of neuropsychological abnormalities in
happiness but a promising start has been made, and
quite a clear picture is apparent in comparison to the
mixed results of nearly one hundred years of research
into schizophrenia (21).
Indeed, it is the lack of progress in identifying a
biological pathology for schizophrenia and other
psychiatric disorders that has led someauthors to reject
the notion that schizophrenia is a disease (14) and
others to argue that the criteria for disease should not
require the identification of an underlying biological
pathology (23). Clearly, if, as I have argued, happiness
meets the narrower criteria for disease employed in
physical medicine it is also likely to meet any such
broader criteria advocated for psvchiatry. For
example, it has been suggested that, for the purposes of
psychiatric research, a disease be simply regarded as
any deviation from the norm by way of excess or deficit
which confers upon the sufferer some form of
biological disadvantage (24). Evidence that happiness
is statistically abnormal has already been discussed
and, despite the lack of clear data, there is at least some
reason to suppose that happiness confers a biological
disadvantage, at least in the short term. Consistent
clinical evidence of an association between happiness,
obesity and indulgence in alcoholic beverages has
existed from before the time of scientific medicine
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(to name but three unequivocal examples of disease
but essential tasks.
~ ~ Radden
t h and Edwards imply that irrationality described only in recent times) were not diseases before
may be demonstrated by the detection of cognitive their discovery. In any event, once the debilitating
deficitsand distortions of one sort or another. There is consequences of happiness become widely recognised
exiclIt.n: experimental evidence that happy people are it is likely that psychiatrists will begin to devise
irrational in this sense. It has been shown that happy treatments for the condition and we can expect the
peoplr, in comparison with people who are miserable emergence of happiness clinics and anti-happiness
or drpressed, are impaired when retrieving negative medications in the not too distant future.
The second, related objection to the proposal that
e\rellts from !ong-term memory (29). Happy people
have also been shown to exhibit various biases of happiness be regarded as a psychiatric disorder points
judgement that prevent them from acquiring a realistic to the fact that happiness is not normally negatively
understanding of their physical and social valued. Indeed, it is testimony to the insidious effects
environment. Thus, there is consistent evidence that of happiness on some of the greatest minds in history
happy people overestimate their control over that some philosophers have argued that the pursuit of
environmental events (often to the point of perceiving happiness is the ultimate aim of all human endeavours.
completely random events as subject to their will), give However, it is notable that even some of those who
unrealistically positive evaluations of their own have been rash enough to advocate the greatest
achievements, believe that others share their happiness for the greatest number have been explicit in
unrealistic opinions about themselves, and show a rejecting those extreme forms of happiness associated
general lack of' evenhandedness when comparing with gluttony of the senses (32). More importantly, the
themselves to others (30). Although the lack of these argument that happiness be excluded from future
biases in depressed people has led many psychiatric classifications of mental disorder merely on the
researchers to focus their attention on what has come to grounds that it is not negatively valued carries the
be known as depressive reulzsm it is the unrealism of implication that value judgements should determine
happy people that is more noteworthy, and surely clear our approach to psychiatric classification. Such a
evidence that such people should be regarded as suggestion is clearly inimical to the spirit of
psychopathology considered as a natural science.
psychiatrically disordered.
Indeed, only a psychopathology that openly declares
the relevance of values to classification could persist in
I'ossible objections
1 have argued that happiness meets all reasonable excluding happiness from the psychiatric disorders.
criteria for a psychiatric disorder. It is statistically
abnormal, consists of a discrete cluster of symptoms, Richard P Benlull is Senior Leclurer i n rhe Department of
there is at least some evidence that it reflects the Clinical Psychology, Liverpool University.
abnormal functioning of the central nervous system,
and it is associated with various cognitive
abnormalities - in particular, a lack of contact with References
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The verbal information pathway to fear
and heart rate changes in children
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important of these pathways (Muris, Merckelbach,
Gadet, & Moulaert, 2000; Ollendick & King, 1991)
and is the main pathway through which anxious
parents transmit fears to their children (Hadwin,
Garner, & Perez-Olivas, 2006). However, most of this
evidence has been based on retrospective reports
from adult phobics and so is limited in what it can
tell us about the causal influences on the development of fear (see Field et al., 2001; King et al., 1998
for more detailed critiques).
Recent attempts to explore the causal influence of
verbal information on fear have manipulated the
information given to children about novel animals
(Field et al., 2001). Field and Lawson (2003) gave
threat, positive or no information to children about
three Australian marsupials (the quoll, quokka and
cuscus), which were unfamiliar to children in the
UK. They found that threat information significantly
increased children’s fear beliefs as indexed by both
self-report and indirect measures (the implicit
association task). In addition, children showed increased reluctance to approach a box inside which
the animal was believed to be. The same paradigm
has been used to demonstrate the causal influence of
threat information on several aspects of children’s
fear cognitions. Field, Lawson, and Banerjee (submitted) have shown that both directly and indirectly
measured fear beliefs can last beyond the immediate
experimental manipulation (Muris, Bodden, Merckelbach, Ollendick, & King, 2003) and up to
6 months. Threat information is also sufficient to
induce an attentional bias towards an animal (Field,
2006c), similar to the kinds of bias seen in adult
phobics (Mogg & Bradley, 2002). This paradigm
has also been used to look at the interactional effects
of threat information and other variables: behavioural inhibition system sensitivity or trait anxiety

Background: Although many studies have now demonstrated that threat information is sufficient to
change children’s beliefs and behaviours towards novel animals, there is no evidence to suggest that it
influences the physiological component of the fear emotion. Methods: An experiment is reported in
which children (N ¼ 26) aged between 6 and 9 were given threat, positive or no information about three
novel animals and then asked to place their hands into boxes that they believed to contain each of these
animals. Their average heart rate during each approach task was measured. Results: One-way analysis of variance revealed significant differences in the average heart rate when approaching the three
boxes: heart rates were significantly higher when approaching the box containing the animal associated
with threat information compared to when approaching the control animal. Conclusions: These
findings suggest that fear information acts not only upon cognitive and behavioural aspects of the fear
emotion, but also on the physiological component. Keywords: Anxiety, conditioning, fears, information processing.

Despite the fact that anxiety disorders typically originate in childhood (Öst & Treffers, 2001), research
on theories of anxiety are still very adult-focused and
treatments aimed at children are virtually nonexistent (Cartwright-Hatton, Roberts, Chitsabesan,
Fothergill, & Harrington, 2004). Children are likely
to acquire fears in a variety of ways and the variance
in childhood anxiety appears to be attributable to
shared (11%) and non-shared (37%) environments,
with genetic factors explaining the remaining variance (Eley et al., 2003). One of the challenges facing
us is to identify these environmental factors such
that theories of fear acquisition and preventions and
treatments based on these theories can be better
informed.
Rachman proposed three possible pathways
through which environmental factors might lead to
fear (Rachman, 1977): (1) direct experience (and
association) with a traumatic event; (2) vicarious
learning, in which a stimulus comes to evoke fear
through observing another’s fear of that stimulus;
and (3) the transmission of information, in which a
stimulus comes to evoke fear through verbal communication about the possible threat arising from
the stimulus. These pathways are not mutually
exclusive. For example, verbal information is likely to
have an impact on the strength of an association
between a stimulus and an aversive outcome in future direct conditioning experiences (Davey, 1997;
Mineka & Zinbarg, 2006).
Reviews of the literature have concluded that there
is good evidence for all three of Rachman’s pathways
(King, Gullone, & Ollendick, 1998; Merckelbach,
deJong, Muris, & van den Hout, 1996); and some
have concluded that verbal information is the most
Conflict of interest statement: No conflicts declared.
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facilitates behavioural avoidance and attentional
bias following threat information (Field, 2006a) and
the effects of threat information were more potent
when coming from an adult compared to a peer
(Field, Argyris, & Knowles, 2001).
The evidence has shown changes in cognitions
and behaviours associated with the fear emotion.
However, to date, there is no evidence that verbal
information will affect physiological responses to
fear. This is not a trivial lacuna in our knowledge
given the frequent observation that fear cognitions,
behavioural avoidance and physiological responses
do not correlate (Hodgson & Rachman, 1974; Lang,
Melamed, & Hart, 1970; Rachman & Hodgson,
1974; Zinbarg, 1998). Based on this desynchrony in
measures of anxiety, Lang (1968) proposed a model
of emotion in which an emotion consists of three
response systems: (1) subjective states and cognitions associated with those states (verbal-cognitive
responses); (2) behavioural changes; and (3) physiological states. More recently, Zinbarg (1998) has
proposed a hierarchical model of anxiety in which
he suggests that anxiety is a higher-order unitary
construct but is multidimensional at lower levels of
the hierarchy. As such, cognition, behavioural and
physiological responses can be thought of as indicator variables for a latent variable ‘anxiety’. This
model usefully explains the desynchrony between
different measures of fear by suggesting that factors
other than the higher-order construct of anxiety will
influence these response systems differentially, and
that in a given situation the influence of these
external variables on different response systems will
vary. As such, it cannot be assumed that because
verbal information affects fear cognitions and
avoidance behaviour, it will also affect physiological
responses: desychrony should be high when emotional responses are relatively mild, as you might
expect after verbal information, and synchrony can
be expected only when emotional arousal is strong
(Hodgson & Rachman, 1974). Regardless of whether
you adopt a multidimensional or hierarchical conceptualisation of the fear emotion, it would be a
powerful addition to our understanding of the
causal role that verbal information plays in fear
acquisition to show that it influences physiological
responses.
Heart rate is a physiological response that shows
a good correspondence to self-reported fear (Lang,
Melamed, & Hart, 1970; Sartory, Rachman, & Grey,
1977): for example, heart rate increases show an
on–off correspondence with the presence or absence
of a phobic stimulus (Lang, 1971), and animal
phobics’ heart rates increase linearly as their
proximity to their fear-eliciting animal increases
(Sartory, Rachman, & Grey, 1977) and when confronted with imagery of their phobic stimuli compared to control imagery (McNeil, Vrana, Melamed,
Cuthbert, & Lang, 1993). Although barely any
research has looked at children’s heart rate
responses to phobic stimuli, children aged 6–17 did
show increased heart rates to a mildly phobic
stimulus: a videotape of a large dog (Weems,
Zakem, Costa, Cannon, & Watts, 2005). As such, if
verbal information is having an effect on the physiological component of the fear emotion, then there
should be corresponding changes in children’s
heart rate when confronted with animals about
which they have heard threat information. The aim
of this experiment was, therefore, to look at the
effect of the verbal information pathway on the
physiological response system of fear. It was predicted that threat information would lead to
increased heart rates during what children believed
to be an encounter with a novel animal.

Method
Participants
The participants were 26 primary school children (11
male, 15 female) aged 6–9 years (M ¼ 8.0 years, SD ¼
1.56). This age range was selected because normative
fears are focused on animals during this developmental
period (Field & Davey, 2001). Opt-in parental consent
was obtained before the study began. The children were
given the information alone but completed parts of the
behavioural task in pairs.

Stimulus materials
Animals. Pictures of three Australian marsupials, the
Quoll, the Cuscus and the Quokka, were used. These
were animals about which the children had no prior
experience and so they would have no prior fear
expectations.
Information. The two sets of information (one threat,
one positive), matched for length and word frequency,
used by (Field, 2006a, 2006c; Field & Lawson, 2003)
were used.
Touch boxes. Avoidance was assessed with a behavioural task used by Field and Lawson (2003) and Field
et al. (submitted). For each animal, a touch box was
created consisting of a large wooden box, with a round
hole at one end and a plaque showing the name of its
animal inhabitant. A Hessian curtain covered the hole,
with a slit in the middle such that the child could put
their hand into the box but could not see what the box
contained. Each box contained a furry cuddly toy at the
back.
Heart rate. It was not pragmatically possibly to take
bulky laboratory equipment for measuring heart rate
into the school and instead a portable device was used:
a 2003 610i POLAR heart rate monitor. This device
consisted of an elastic belt with two plastic sensors that
went around the child’s chest and measured their
heart rate. A wristwatch connected to the elastic belt
measured data. The watch was set up to record the
average heart rate over a 15 second period.
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Procedure
The children were randomly assigned to one of three
counterbalancing orders that differed with respect to
which animal was associated with which type of information. (Order 1: quoll (threat), cuscus (positive), quokka (none); Order 2: quokka (threat), quoll (positive),
cuscus (none); Order 3: cuscus (threat), quokka (positive), quoll (none)).
First, the children were shown the three pictures of
the Australian animals. They were told the animals’
names, and then the pictures were placed where the
child could see them all clearly. The child was then told
the information about the animals by the female
experimenter. The animal associated with a particular
type of information depended on the counterbalancing
group to which the child was assigned, and within each
of these groups half of the children heard the threat
information before the positive and vice versa for the
remaining children.
After the information, a behavioural task was
administered to assess the children’s heart rate as an
index of their fear. To ensure parents were happy with
the procedure, the experimenter did not fit the chest
belt to the children. Instead, children were put in samesex pairs and the experimenter explained to both children how to put the belt on. One child then fitted the
belt on the other and stood behind a screen. (Likewise,
when the first child had completed the touch-box task,
they fitted the belt onto the second child and stood
behind the screen.)
The touch-box task itself began with the experimenter checking that the belt was fitted properly and that
data were being collected. The three touch boxes were
placed side by side on a table, with one metre of space
between them, as Cuscus, Quokka, Quoll, respectively.
A line was marked out with tape 1 metre in front of the
boxes, which was the starting point for each approach
task. Each child stood at the line for 15 seconds, after
which they were told to approach the first box. The
children were asked to stroke the first animal and were
given 15 s to place their hand into the box. When 15 s
had elapsed the children were asked to return to the
starting line. The mean heart rate during this 15 s
period was recorded. The child remained at the starting
line for 15 s before being asked to stroke the second
animal. Again, they were given 15 s to complete the task
and the average heart rate during this period was
recorded. Children returned to the starting line for 15 s
before approaching the final box.
All children placed their hands into all boxes within
the 15 s limit and all children were fully debriefed at the
end of the experiment using fact sheets and puzzles
about the animals.

Results
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Figure 1 Graph showing the mean heart rate (and
standard error) during the 15 s during which the child
placed their hand into each of the three touch boxes.
Effect sizes are reported as r

the animal associated with positive information. A 3
(type of information: threat, positive, none), one-way
repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on the
data. There was a significant main effect of the type
of information, F(2, 50) ¼ 6.05, p < .05. Contrasts
showed that heart rates were significantly higher
when approaching the box containing the animal
associated with threat information compared to the
box containing the control animal (no information),
F(1, 25) ¼ 5.51, p < .05, and this was a medium to
large effect by Cohen’s (1992) criteria, r ¼ .42.
However, the average heart rate when approaching
the box containing the animal associated with positive information was not significantly different to the
heart rate when approaching the box containing the
control animal (no information), F(1, 25 ) ¼ 1.07,
p > .05, and this was a small to medium size effect,
r ¼ .20.

Discussion
The main finding from this experiment was that
threat information had a direct effect on the physiological system of the fear response. This finding
adds to the existing body of research showing that
the threat information pathway is a viable causal
mechanism through which the subjective and behavioural response systems can be changed. Taken
together, this evidence shows that threat information
can affect all three of Lang’s systems of the fear
response (Lang, 1968). This finding is important
given the desynchrony in measures of fear (Zinbarg,
1998), and, in conjunction with previous work (Field,
2006a; Field, Argyris, & Knowles, 2001; Field &
Lawson, 2003), shows convergence in the effect of
verbal information across different response systems
of anxiety. Also, given the proposition that convergence is expected when emotional arousal is
strong (Hodgson & Rachman, 1974), the current
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Figure 1 shows the mean heart rate taken during the
15 s approach to each of the boxes containing the
animals associated with threat, positive or no information. The children’s heart rate was, on average,
highest when approaching the box containing the
animal associated with the threat information, and
lowest when placing their hand in the box containing

Mean heart rate
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results might suggest that verbal information does
not merely create weak levels of emotional arousal.
However, to fully conclude this, future research must
measure cognitive, behavioural and psychological
indices and anxiety concurrently to see the correlation between these measures within children.

Implications for theories of fear acquisition in
children
This experiment clearly supports Rachman’s (1977)
theory that fears develop directly through verbal
information. Although a variety of past work has
shown that verbal information can lead to cognitive
and behavioural phenomena associated with clinical anxiety (i.e., attentional biases and avoidance),
this is the first empirical demonstration that children’s physiological responses change as a direct
result of threat information. This finding, therefore,
offers a causal link through which verbal information creates childhood anxiety. For example, if
children’s heart rate responses to novel animals
are altered by information from adults, it supports
the suggestion that verbal information (and vicarious learning) is the likely pathway through which
anxious parents transmit anxiety to their children
(Hadwin, Garner, & Perez-Olivas, 2006). However,
the finding could suggest that some theories of fear
acquisition may have underplayed the direct role of
verbal information in fear acquisition. For example,
in Davey’s model, fear information is seen as
important in influencing future conditioning, and
in revaluing situations, but this experiment suggests that verbal information has a direct effect
too: it is not simply a variable that interacts with
future learning (Davey, 1997). There are similar
implications for Mineka and Zinbarg’s (2006)
model, in which verbal information is also viewed
as a vulnerability factor influencing future learning. However, there are two important points to
consider. First, the data here do not rule out a
conditioning account of fear acquisition (see below)
and, at most, the results would imply only a minor
modification of these theories to include verbal
information as a potentially direct learning experience rather than a vulnerability factor. Second,
although significant increases in heart rate were
observed in this study, these increases were relatively minor. It is certainly not the case that phobic
levels of fear were induced, but merely subtle differences in heart rate. This gels with the suggestion
that verbal information is likely to give rise to
milder fears than direct conditioning (Rachman,
1977), but also implies, as Davey (1997) and
Mineka and Zinbarg (2006) suggest, that for clinical anxiety to develop more directly traumatic
experiences may be needed, or that the fear created by information may have to undergo some
subsequent process such as incubation before it
reaches clinical levels.

Implications for theories of how the threat
information pathway works
Although Rachman (1977) did not propose a formal
mechanism through which the threat information
pathway operated, Field (2006b) suggests that fear
information can be conceptualised in terms of associative learning in which a stimulus (e.g., a quoll)
acts as a conditioned stimulus (CS) and the information acts to elicit a mental representation of
threat, which acts as an unconditioned stimulus
(US). The evoked concept of threat need not, in itself,
be aversive: Field points out that modern conceptualisations of associative learning/conditioning no
longer assume that an outcome or unconditioned
stimulus is biologically significant. For example,
humans can readily learn that pictures of butterflies
(CS) will mutate (US) when exposed to radiation
(Collins & Shanks, 2002; Lober & Shanks, 2000) or
that certain foods (CS) predict an allergic reaction
(US) (Aitken, Larkin, & Dickinson, 2000; Le Pelley &
McLaren, 2003), and the learnt associations show
many phenomena characteristic of autonomic conditioning (see Dickinson (2001) for a review). Past
work using the Implicit Association Task (Field &
Lawson, 2003; Field et al., submitted) could be
interpreted as suggesting that fear information acts
by creating an association between the novel animal
and a concept of ‘nasty/bad/threatening’, or even a
memory of the information itself, and that it is
this representation that is evoked during the behavioural task, and the behavioural output of this
cognitive representation is an increase in heart rate.
Consistent with this idea, cognition in a threat situation has been shown to be a precursor of cardiovascular change (Tomaka, Blascovich, Kibler, &
Ernst, 1997).
The data from the current experiment support this
view: the design of this experiment can be seen as a
CS+/CS) discriminative conditioning paradigm in
which certain CSs (animals) are paired contiguously
with information (US) and act as CS+s, whereas
other animals have no CS (no information) and act as
a CS). The term ‘conditioning’ can applied to a process, a procedure or a mechanism (Field, 2006b) and
at least procedurally the current experiment can be
conceptualised as conditioning. The conditioned
response was a physiological response (increases in
heart rate) to the threat CS+ compared to the CS);
this comparison tells us that the pairing of the animal and the information has had the effect. However,
what it does not tell us is whether the differences in
heart rate are being governed by the information
itself, or by a representation of ‘threat’ that the
information evokes. As such, future work needs to
use techniques to re-value (Rescorla, 1974) the
information to see whether the cognitive, behavioural and physiological CRs demonstrated in these
experiments are driven by a direct association
between the animal and the information or an
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association between the animal and a representation
of threat evoked by the information.

Developmental implications
The current experiment was based on an age range
during which animal fears are typically common
(6–9 years old) and at which animal phobias develop.
The developmental implications of the experiment
are hard to gauge because only one age group was
tested. As such, it is unclear whether the observed
differences in heart rates were specific to this age
group and, therefore, represent a particular vulnerability to fear information that is specific to this
developmental period. Cognitive biases, selective
attention and memory biases are associated with
anxiety symptoms in children but do not appear to
differ across age groups (Watts & Weems, 2006);
however, there is no evidence on whether such
anxiety-related cognitions differ across ages when
anxiety symptoms are partialled out. Furthermore,
although Field et al. (submitted) have shown that
fear cognitions and behavioural avoidance to novel
animals are statistically comparable in 6–8 and
12–13-year-olds, future work needs to be done on
whether information-induced physiological reactions to novel stimuli are age dependent, and, in
general, more research is need on the developmental
pattern of information processing of threat material.

Clinical implications
If children are showing increased physiological responses to novel stimuli after hearing information
from adults, then this has obvious clinical implications. First, in terms of prevention, the suggestion is
that parents and other significant adults could reduce the likelihood of fears developing by reducing
the amount of threat information they provide to
their children (at least about specific phobic stimuli):
there is clear evidence that giving children threat
information increases their physiological responses
when interacting with these animals. There is also
the possibility that by providing positive information,
adults could immunise against future negative
learning episodes (although positive information
had only a small, and nonsignificant, positive effect
on heart rate responses during interactions with the
animals).
If children’s heart rates react to information given
by adults, then this could explain the increased
reluctance to interact with these animals (Field,
2006a; Field & Lawson, 2003). Avoidance of the
animals is potentially problematic because it prevents disconfirmation of threat beliefs (in clinical
terms it acts as a safety behaviour) and, therefore,
makes any fear cognition, or physiological responses,
more likely to persist.
In terms of interventions for child animal anxiety,
the implications are less clear. Positive information
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did not reduce heart rate responses significantly (and
gave rise to a relatively small effect size), suggesting
that positive information is not a useful strategy for
reducing fear. However, the implication from any
learning model is that if fear can be learnt through
information then there should be ways to unlearn
that fear, or to break the association between the
animal and the representation of threat, or the
memory of the information. In this context, future
work could again usefully explore exactly what
associations are formed (if any) when verbal information is given and, therefore, inform interventions
to break or reduce the strength of those associations.
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